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lf a dentist nceds to find the con'ect colour of a denture, he or she uses a colour rnatching
proccss. sarnples of differetrtlv colotu'ed materials are cornpared to health,v teeth urrti l  a
matching colour has been found. This process contains rnany uncerlainties. 'Iherefore.
it is of use to have a device that objectively rneasures colour. A commonly used
technique is small window colour rneasurement: he tooth is i l lutninated through a
circular window. and the reflection is rneasured. l 'his is done fol rnany wavelengths, so
that a leflecfance spectluln is measured. This spechum is used to calculate the colour
coordinates, charactcrizing the coloul Unforlunately, this method gives systematically
incorrect t.csults when applied to turbid or translucent materials. such as teeth, cheese.
rnilk. or biological t issue. l 'he research described in this thesis is nteant to sive a betfer
understandirrg of the causes of these discrepancres.
The appearance of a turbid rnatcrial is deterrnined by its optical properties: l ieht
penetÏates into the rnaterial, procceds a certain distance (oharacterized by thc scattering
coefficient , i) before it is scattcred (characterized bv the g-value). Parl of the l ight is
absolbed (characterized bi' the absiLrption coeÍficient cr) After a nurnber oí'scattering
e vents. l ight can be re-emitted fi 'onr the surface of the material. contributing to the
reflection l-he optical ploper-ties depend on the rvavelength of the incident l ight: the
reflectance for red l ight can be tnuch lower than Íor bluc. yellow, or green light.
Lil ' ing creatures obserne their environment rvith their eyes. .,\ny measuring nethod.
relating its lesults to visual observation. should'see'the same fraction of the reflected
light as the eye, characterized bv the acceptance cone of the detector. In official terrns,
this tneans that the nrtl ioncc must be determined We developed an experimental set-up
(chapler  2)  in  which a turb id r t rater . ia l  is  i l lurn inated by a penci l  beam of  l ight  ( rec l .
Ve l l on .o rg rcen )anc l t he  rad iance  pe rpend i cu la r to thes ru làce i s rneasu red  asa lunc t ron
ofposition at the sulfacc.
Lrn lbr ïunate l l ' .  avai lable theoret ica l  approaches (chapter '2&3)al l  re late t l ie  opt ica i
propcrlres tothe rotl itrnÍ t,r itantt '. that is. all ernit led l ight is considered; the accepiance
cone l tas a stcr ic  angle cf  2n radians or  180".  Also.  these apploaches are only val id  i f
the satttple is large and if scattering is rnuch sn-ollger than absorption. An additiolal
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that, for any turbid material, there is a region close to the illuminating beam where the
reflected light is rol described correctly by these theoretical approaches. For this region,
no theory is available yet. In chapter 3, we found that for turbid materials more than j5oÁ
of the reflected light can be found in this region.
The optical parameters of turbid material determine its appearance. Therefore, we
have investigated the determination of the optical parameters (chapter 3). In the region
where theory is applicable, we fitted a theoretical expression to experimental data. In tlus
way, the absorption coefficient a can be determined, as well as a combination of the
scattering coefficient s and the anisotropy factor g namely s(l-g). The value of s(l-g)
can be determined accurately in this way, but the value of a deviates from the actual
value. This is due to the fact that existing theory considers the radiant exitance, while
experiments consider the radiance. Consequently, existing theories do not describe visual
observation correctly. The separation of ^r( I -g) into s and g may be possible using data
taken from the region where no theory is currently avairable, as soon as appropriate
theory becomes available.
The actual path lengths of reflected light, together with the absorption coefficient,
determine the probability of absorption of light in the medium. Therefore, this
information is of use if we want to know the energy absorbed in the medium. In chapter
4, we describe a fit-and-inversion method for the determination of the photon path
lengths at zero absorption. We determined the radiance versus absorption behaviour,
which is coupled to the path length distribution at zero absorption via an inverse Laplace
transform. l'he thus found path length distributions were used to calculate the average
and most probable path length as a function of radial distance. The values fi.om the
expenment were significantly above those from theory and simulations. This, again, is
due to the differences in acceptance cone for the experiment and theory (very narrow
versus semi sphere).
The optical paraÍneters and the path lengths as they are determined experimentally will
match those found in visual observation much more closely than those from theory or
simulations do. Consequently, to predict the results of visual observation, it is necessarv
to do experiments.
Determination of the colour of turbid materials using small window colour
measurement yields incorrect colour coordinates. This is due to edge-losses; the material
Summarv/Samenvattine
is illuminated through a small window, and light reflected inside ttris window is detected.
Part of the lighl however, penetrates into the material, is scattered and emerges outside
the detection window. Thus, it is not detected - this is called edge loss. We used a
combination of experiments and simulations to investigate the influence of window size
on the edge-loss, and thus on the reflectance spectra, for red and green light (chapter 5).
For a measuring window of 3 mm diameter, we found that the edge-loss is about 50%
if dental material is considered. The edgeJoss for green light is about 85% of that for red
light. Thus, the edgeJoss is wavelength dependent. This is also true for general
illumination. This results in a -visually recognizable- shift in the colour coordinates
towards shorter wavelengths and lower lightness. Thus, small window colour
measurements must be corrected for edgeJosses to yield correct colour coordinates.
Researchers thoughout the field of multiple light scattering do not use one
standardized naming convention. Researchers may have different backgrounds,
definitions sometimes only differ in nuances, and not all quantities used are treated by
standardization organisations. To promote the use of one standardized naming
convention, we have prepared a paper on the use of nomenclature (chapter 6). It
discusses existing namlng conventions, discusses some frequently abused quantities, and
contains guidelines for the naming of quantities that are not treated by standardization
commissions. These guidelines aÍe used to propose symbols and definitions for a number
of frequently used, non-standardized quantities in the optics of multiple light scattering.
Finally, in the general discussion, the relation between the results presented in the
prevailing chapters is discussed. Also, possible ways of tackling as yet unresolved
problems are proposed, and some possible future directions of research are suggested.
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